8 Tips To Help You Stay Positive
1. Be Kind to Yourself
We can harm ourselves in many ways from withdrawing from
people, physical self harm, eating too much or too little or saying
unkind things to ourselves like "'I'm weak or stupid" Can you notice
when you are hurting and be nice to yourself?
If you had a friend who was upset or having a difficult time, what
would you do? I expect you would hug them or say something nice.
Treat yourself as you would a friend and be kind to yourself.

2. Remember to Breath
Sit up and take a really deep breath so you can feel your belly getting
bigger. Practice by lying on the floor with a book on your stomach, Make
the book go up when you breathe in. This is how to breathe when you feel
anxious of angry. Practise it when you are calm to get good at it.

We found breathing along to this Youtube video really helped
CLICK HERE TO WATCH

3. Social Media
Comparing yourself with other people is not always healthy and social media
can sometimes encourage these thoughts to creep in. Social media shows
the outsides of others, everyone looks happy, popular and confident but this
is not always genuine. Notice how you feel when you use certain sites and if it
makes you feel worse, find other ways to connect with people.

CLICK HERE TO JOIN OUR FACEBOOK GROUP

4. Exercise
When you feel bad, moving can be hard, it feels easier to do
nothing. We know that exercising 3 times a week is helpful
for depression.
Find ways to move more, if you have physical disabilities get
advice from a neurophysio about what you can do.

Get Inspired:
CLICK HERE TO VISIT BBC SPORT
CLICK HERE TO VISIT PARASPORT

5. Practice Positivity
It can be so hard to feel positive when you feel down or
emotional. Everyday write in a journal about something that
has gone well or a kind word someone has said. At the end of
the day read all your positive thoughts. If you do this three or
four times a week your brain will get better at seeing the good
stuff.

6. Write a Journal
Writing a journal can be so helpful, it can be a helpful way to process
our thoughts and feelings. Some people find writing about their stroke
and recovery a difficult but worthwhile process. A journal is a good way
to look back on your progress and see how far you have come.

CLICK HERE TO READ OTHER STROKE SURVIVORS STORIES

7. Notice The Lies
Our minds are like bad radios, they chatter all day telling us lies like: you
are bad, something horrid will happen, you will get ill, people are staring,
everyone else is happy and clever. This happens to everyone, we need to
notice the things our heads are saying and ask ourselves, is this helpful
for me to listen to this?

8. Get Present
Research shows the more time we spend listening to our
negative thoughts the worse we feel. Practise noticing what
you can hear, touch, smell, feel or see instead.

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT ABOUT THE HEADSPACE APP

